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I ,  
Hydromagnetic couette flow of an electrically conducting viscous and'incompressible fluid in a 
transverse magnetic field is stadied when the platea are non-magnetic and non-conducting. The 
euctim:qelaoity ie assumed to be varying as (time)+. The analy~is is valid for small values of 
hydroniagnetiti parameter (mt)* and for mametic Prandtl number unity. 
Recently Pandeyl studied the Rayleigh's problem in magnetohydrodynamics with 
suction. The object of this paper is to extend the problem studied by Pandey to the case 
, when the fluid is confined between two non-conducting and non-magnetic parallel porous 
flat plates. It is assumed that the lower plate is fixed while the upper one starts to move 
with constant velocity Uo a t  time t=O. 
The expressioq~for velocity and induced magnetic field have been obtained in terms 
of kpown functions by expansion in series in ascending powers of hydromagnetic parameter 
(rnt)+. 
Similar problems have also been solved by Katagiria, Mahuri3, Agarwal4, Ludfordb 
and some others. 
B A S I C  E Q U A T I O N S  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S ,  
We assume that an electrically conducting incompressible fluid fills the space between 
"3wo non-conducting, non-magnetic infinite parallel porous flat plates. One of the platea, 
for instance, the lower one is kept fixed while the upper one a t  a distance h from the lower 
is accelerated suddenly from rest and moves in its own plane in the direction of x increas- 
ing. The coordinate axes x and y have been taken along and perpendicular to the lower 
plate respectively. 
Since the plates are infinite in extent the equations governing the hydromagnetic 
flow of an electrically conducting fluid in the presence of a uniform transverse magnetic 
field Ho are 
where H,, t ,  v, p, pe and P, ( = u pe Y ) are the'induced magnetic field in 4lie direction 
of x-axis, the time, the kinematic viscosity, the density, the magnetic permeability and 
magnetic Prandtl number respectively. u being the electrical conductivity of the fluid. 
u, v are the velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the plate. 
Since from (1) v is independent of y, we conclude that v is a function of 4 only. Let us 
fake v = - v, (t)  = -- c ( v /te)l/2 , where c is a real positive constant. 
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Substituting v = - c (vlt)) and a = H ,  (pelp)) in (2) a3Ed (3), we get 
au 
- 
at 
3a 112 aa (4) 
- - c (.It) 
at 
where a stands for the Nfv6n wave velocity and c for a real positive constaut. The 
boundary conditions pertinent to the problem al'e 
U = O ,  ' a = ~   fort<^, 
zc=U0,  a = O  a t y = A  f o r $ i O ,  
u = O ,  a = O  & y = , O  f o r t 2 0 .  ' (6) 
Solutio~ of the Problem when P, = 1 
Let us assume the solution of (4) in ascending powers of (mi as'fdlows : ' 
Q) 
u - Uo 2 (rnt)"12 ui ( z )  
i = O  
OD i+ l  for (M)) << 1 , (6)  
a = uo 2 ( i ) ~  ai ( 2 )  
/=O 
where z = - andrn= HOB IQ 2 (vt)4 P 
Substituting the above expressions for u and a in (4), neglecting coeffioients of 
( rn t )2  and higber powers of mt, and comparing harmonic terms, we get, 
- . o - " + 2 ( z + c ) % '  = 0 ,  1 
z c , " + 2 ( z + c ) u , ' - 2 %  = o . ,  
~ ~ ~ + 2 ( r + ~ ) ~ ; - 4 ~ = - 2 . ; .  } . 
%" + 2 (z + C )  %' - 6 U, =*- 2 a,' 1 
and 
&on + 2 ( z  + C ) % ' - - 2 a , ,  = -  2 %' , 1 
a," + 2 ( 2  + c )  %' - 4 a, = - 2 u,' , I t (8) 
a2" + 2 ( Z  + C) d2' - 6 a2 = - 2 u i  , 
where dashes denote differentiation with respect to z. 
J 
The solution of system of (7) andi8pare given by - 
uo ( 2 )  = Kl erf (2  + 0) + K,  Y (9) 
.1 ( 2 )  = P . D (10) 
= K 3 C l / l r e r f ( z + c ) + 2 ( z + c ) a d T s r f ( z + o )  + 
XI + --g- =PC - (g + 3') 9 (13) * 
dl ( 2 )  = 0 , (14) 
a2 ( 2 )  = K7 1 6 4- 4 I/-; erf (a! + c) + 4 exp { - ( z  + c)2 + 4 ( z  + 4 3  
2/?r5f (2 0 )  + 4 ( 2  + I 4- K8 [ 12 ( z  + c) + 8 ( 2  + c)d ] + 
where the constants Kl, &, X3, K4, K6, K6, K7 and K8 are to be determined with the 
uae of bounqltry conditions : 
% (0) = u1 (0) = f& (0) = 91;) (0)  = 0 = a, (0)  = (1, (0)  = d, (0) 'i 
P11 (21) = u2 (21) = 91;) (21) = ,o = dg (21) = a, (21) = a, (2,) 
i 
J 
wher~ z,= h/2(v t)4 and' the function erf (s) is defined as 
- . I d i .  erf (2) = - dn 
0 
Thus we get the expression for zc and u as 
end 
u 
- = ( ~ 1 4  [ g6 .\/;(I + c) 013 (2  +c) + K6 exp i -  ( 2  + c ) ~  i)"+ 
ue 
~ XI 
+ ~ K , ( Z + C ) +  TeWXP(- ( z+c)2)]  + ( m t ) a / 2 s [ 6 ~ 7  T ( Z + C )  x 
On transferring the origin from the bwer plate to the upper plate and reversing the 
direction of y we h d  that the above-elipressions for velocity ( on tending g, to oo ) 
reduce to those as obtained by Pandeyl for his case (P, = 1). 
TABLE 1 
NUMERI~AZ VALUES OW -5 
uo 
(ntt))=o. 1 (mt)*=0.5 
z 
c= -1 C E O  c = l  c = - 1  o = o  c = l  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.4 0 0145 0.2278 -+ 1473 0.0741 0.1150 -1.4570 
0.8 0.0253 0.2038 -0.1855 0.i259 0.1047 .. . -3.1657 
1.2 0.0252 0.1143 -0.2883 0.1252 0.0991 -3.y78 
1.6 0.0145 0.0301 -0.2353 0.0728 O.OOS9 , -2.8826 
2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
D I S C U S S I O N  
I * 
21 I Curves have been drawn showing the variation of -- withzforc=- -1 ,  0,. l a n d  
uo . " . I  , . 
, . ?  
 rat)) = 0, 0.25. 8 
, 
It is Been from Pig 1 that the effect ofrn~~gizetip field is to damp the velocity for all 
vabes of c, < I  while Che velocity ix2sr8pttsee as  
we go from c = - 1 to c - 1. 
.,Table t show8 the. variation 4f"dfU0' 
vi th z for f mt)t = 0.1, 0.5 and for 
different values of c. It is found that -as 
(rnt)t increases the induced field decreases 
for c = 0 while it increaru&.for c = - 1 
or 1. 
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